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TANGENT VECTOR TRANSPORT

We here provide the details of the transport operator used (in
Sec. 6.7) to (1) trace vertex updates on a target surface, (2) maintain
a smoothed derivative history, and (3) implement a connectionLaplacian operator as pre-conditioner.

1.1

Transport Operator

Each face of a triangle mesh defines a local barycentric coordinate
system for points and tangent vectors in R2 . Given two adjacent
faces 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡 𝑗 , we define the transport operator 𝜏𝑖 𝑗 ∈ R2×2 which takes
a vector from the barycentric coordinate system of 𝑡𝑖 , transports
it across the common edge, and represents it in the barycentric
coordinate system of 𝑡 𝑗 .
This transport is via the Levi-Civita connection, i.e. can be computed as follows: Jointly flatten the two triangles 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡 𝑗 isometrically into R2 . With vertex coordinates in R2 given by a𝑖 , b𝑖 , c𝑖 , and
a 𝑗 , b 𝑗 , c 𝑗 , we have


𝜏𝑖 𝑗 = a 𝑗 − c 𝑗 , b 𝑗 − c 𝑗 [a𝑖 − c𝑖 , b𝑖 − c𝑖 ] −1 .
Given a dual path on a mesh represented by a sequence of faces
𝑡 1, . . . , 𝑡𝑛 , we compute the transport 𝜏1,...,𝑛 along that path by composition 𝜏1,...,𝑛 = 𝜏𝑛−1,𝑛 · · · 𝜏23 · 𝜏12 .

1.2

Vertex Update Tracing

For each vertex 𝑣𝑖 of 𝒜, we are given an update direction d𝑖 =
(d𝛼𝑖 , d𝛽𝑖 ) T in barycentric coordinates of some face 𝑡 of ℬ. To trace
this update direction over the surface of ℬ, we again use the LeviCivita connection to transport the tracing direction across different
tangent spaces of ℬ. In practice, we trace in local barycentric coordinates and apply a transformation 𝜏 𝑗𝑘 to the current tracing direction
(d𝛼𝑖 , d𝛽𝑖 ) T every time we cross an edge from a face 𝑡 𝑗 to 𝑡𝑘 in ℬ.
This tracing yields for every vertex 𝑣𝑖 of 𝒜 a path on ℬ. Computing the transport operator 𝜏 ... along the corresponding dual edge
path tells us how to transport a vector along this path. For each
vertex 𝑣𝑖 , denote this operator by 𝜏𝑖 .
We construct a R2| 𝒱𝒜 |×2| 𝒱𝒜 | block diagonal matrix from the
transport operators 𝜏𝑖 of all vertices:
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Consider v ∈ R2| 𝒱𝒜 | representing a tangent vector per vertex of
𝒜 on ℬ before tracing. Transporting each tangent vector along its

respective path yields a new set of tangent vectors v ′ represented in
potentially different coordinate systems. T captures these changes
of coordinates and we can compute v ′ = Tv.

1.3

Derivative Smoothing

We maintain smoothed versions g̃ and H̃ of the gradient and Hessian.
At the beginning of each iteration, we compute the current gradient
and Hessian and blend them into the smoothed versions. We then
compute a Newton step based on the the smoothed gradient and
Hessian. If the negative smoothed gradient is no descent direction
or the smoothed Newton step yields no descent direction, we reset
the smoothed derivatives and re-solve using g and H.
When applying the computed update step, vertices of mesh 𝒜
are moved to new positions on ℬ. Since they potentially move to
new faces, their barycentric representation changes, rendering g̃
and H̃ incompatible with the current state. To restore compatibility,
we update g̃ and H̃ with the same transport operator (including a
change of coordinate systems). We compute transported versions
g̃ ′ and H̃ ′ by applying T as defined above:
g̃ ′ = Tg̃
H̃ ′ = T−T H̃T−1
The update rule for H̃ is derived as follows: Consider an original
vector field v and its transported result v ′ = Tv. We need the transported Hessian to have the same effect on the transported vector as
the original Hessian on the original vector, i.e.
vT H̃v = v ′ T H̃ ′ v ′
which is fulfilled by choosing the update as described above.
After this transport, H̃ ′ and g̃ ′ are prepared to be blended with
the gradient and Hessian at the new position, computed in the
beginning of the next iteration. Note that the sparsity pattern of H̃
never changes.
We keep separate smoothed versions of the gradient and Hessian
for both meshes 𝒜 and ℬ. The previous explanations describe how
to transport the derivatives for mesh 𝒜 along the surface of ℬ while
the map is represented in direction 𝒜 to ℬ. However, each update of
𝜙 ⊲ in this direction also implies a change of the induced vertex-tosurface map 𝜙 ⊳ . Thus, we also carry out the symmetric construction,
i.e. transport the derivatives with respect to ℬ along the paths its
vertices travelled on the surface of 𝒜.
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1.4

Laplacian Pre-Conditioning

Similar to [Schmidt et al. 2019], we make use of a squared Laplacian pre-conditioner, penalizing deviations in update direction for
neighboring vertices.
In our case, the update direction is a tangent vector field d ∈
R |2𝒱𝒜 | defined at the mapped vertices of 𝒜 on ℬ. Each pair of entries
in d describes a tangent vector in a local barycentric coordinate
system. We transport a vector from its own tangent space to the
one of a neighboring vertex along the path defined by the image of
their connecting edge on the target surface. There we switch from
a barycentric coordinate system to local orthonormal coordinate
system and compute the squared norm of the difference between
both vectors. We can combine these operations into a quadratic
form dT Pd with

(2) Compute angles from edge lengths via law of cosines:
 ℓ 𝑗 2 +ℓ𝑘 2 −ℓ𝑖 2

 2ℓ ℓ

E2
−1
𝑗 𝑘
𝜃𝑖 = cos
cosh ℓ 𝑗 cosh ℓ𝑘 −cosh ℓ𝑖

H2

sinh ℓ 𝑗 sinh ℓ𝑘

(3) Compute angle defects K per vertex:
Õ
𝐾𝑖 = 2𝜋 −
𝜃 𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑖 𝑗𝑘 ∈𝒩 (𝑖)

(4) Update conformal factor u (Newton step). The gradient g and
Hessian H are given by
g=−K
Õ 1
H=
𝜔𝑖 𝑗 (d𝑢𝑖 − d𝑢 𝑗 ) 2
2
𝑖 𝑗 ∈ℰ
(
0
+ 1
ℓ𝑖 𝑗
2
2 tanh 2 (d𝑢𝑖 + d𝑢 𝑗 )

P = LT ST MSL
where
• L is a connection Laplacian using parallel transport to align
the tangent spaces of neighboring vertices. It maps from and
to local barycentric coordinates. Details of the construction
are given below.
• S maps from the local barycentric coordinate system at each
vertex to an isometric 2D parametrization of the triangle. This
map is responsible for converting from barycentric coordinates to tangent vectors that have a comparable length.
• M is a diagonal “mass matrix” used to integrate the squared
lengths of the computed tangent vector. We use area weights
of 𝒜 (constant throughout the optimization).
For each vertex 𝑣𝑖 with a local update direction d𝑖 ∈ R2 , the connection Laplacian is computed as
Õ

L(d𝑖 ) =
𝜔𝑖 𝑗 𝜏 𝑗𝑖 d 𝑗 − d𝑖
𝑗 ∈𝒩 (𝑖)

where 𝜏 𝑗𝑖 is the parallel transport operator along the edge path from
vertex 𝑣 𝑗 to vertex 𝑣𝑖 on the target mesh. 𝜔𝑖 𝑗 are cotangent weights
of the source mesh (constant throughout the optimization). Still,
L changes in each iteration, i.e. needs to be re-computed, as the
transport paths between vertices change.
A similar definition of a connection Laplacian is given in [Kyng
et al. 2016]. Applications also appear in [Knöppel et al. 2013, 2015].
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YAMABE FLOW

To compute an initial constant curvature metric, we make use of
Euclidean and hyperbolic discrete Yamabe flow [Bobenko et al. 2015;
Zhang et al. 2014]. Given an Euclidean / hyperbolic input metric ℓ, it
produces a constant curvature metric ℓ ′ which is discrete conformal
to ℓ. It iteratively updates the discrete conformal factor 𝑢𝑖 per vertex,
which defines ℓ ′ via a scaling of the initial metric ℓ. Starting with
u = 0 we perform the following steps:
(1) Compute scaled edge lengths from discrete conformal factor:
( 1 (𝑢 +𝑢 )
2
𝑒 2 𝑖 𝑗 ℓ𝑖 𝑗
′
 E
ℓ𝑖 𝑗 =
1
ℓ
2 sinh−1 𝑒 2 (𝑢𝑖 +𝑢 𝑗 ) sinh( 𝑖2𝑗 )
H2

E2
H2

with
1
1
𝑘
𝑙
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2 cot 𝜃𝑖 𝑗 + 2 cot 𝜃 𝑗𝑖
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𝑗
1
𝑖
𝑘
H2
𝜔𝑖 𝑗 =
2 cot  2 𝜋 − 𝜃 𝑗𝑘 − 𝜃 𝑘𝑖 + 𝜃 𝑖 𝑗



 + 12 cot 21 𝜋 − 𝜃 𝑗 − 𝜃 𝑖 + 𝜃 𝑙
𝑗𝑖
𝑙𝑗
𝑖𝑙

per edge 𝑖 𝑗 with opposite vertices 𝑘.
In the Euclidean case, H is the discrete cotangent Laplace operator.
We solve Hdu = −g and update u → u + 𝑠 · du with step size 𝑠. In
the flat case, H has rank 𝑛 − 1 and the solution is unique only up
to a constant offset. Here, we shift u (i.e. uniformly scale the edge
lengths) such that the total surface area remains constant. In the
hyperbolic case, H has full rank.
When used for metric sanitization (Sec. 6.7), we apply a single
iteration (with 𝑠 = 1) of the flow. When used to compute an initial
metric of the macro-mesh ℒ (Sec. 7.1), in our experiments we iterate
steps (with 𝑠 = 10−3 ), stopping when the maximum absolute angle
defect (thus the deviation from the desired constant curvature state)
falls below 10−12 . We remark that for success guarantees a strictly
convergent optimization strategy (e.g. trust-region) [Springborn
et al. 2008] and connectivity modification operators [Luo 2004],
[Campen and Zorin 2017] would have to be employed.
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